IMPORTANT DETAILS

anced) Level 3 & up.

Fouettés and Beyond
A special class for improving technique
involved in fouettes and various turns.
**Must be able to execute fouettes
clean in order to attend this class.
Showmanship Fundamentals
Join us for a crash course in acting for
dancers. Learn how to better connect
with music and interpret emotion both
in your body and your face. This will
help with recital and competition
performances. Dance attire
recommended.
Improvisation
A class devoted to allowing dancers to
use their creativity by doing exercises
to create various movement. Improv
allows dancers to think quickly “on
their toes” in performance
opportunities.
Jumps, Leaps, and Turns
A class devoted to turns and jumps and
the technique required to execute
them properly. Dancers will receive a
short warm-up and technical exercises
along with specific instruction targeted
to each dancer’s level.
“College Combos”
This class is specialized for older teens
or those in college who are looking for
a more laid back style for movement
but yet get a great workout in and have
fun!
Ballet Variations
Intermediate and advanced ballet
students will continue to build on their
technical foundation, and enjoy
learning some of the ballet solos from
full length ballets. This is an
opportunity to experience technique,
dance history, and performance
combined into one class. Variations will
teach you stamina, spacing, stage
presence, and many other essentials of
performance.
Dance for Camera
Social Media is becoming a high
networking site for dancers of all ages.
Dancers will learn a combo and have
guidelines for filming to safely and
purposely post to social media. Learn
how to work camera angles to capture
the best performance.

Flexibility Training
This class focuses on safe stretching
techniques, gaining an understanding of
activating appropriate muscles for core
& ankle stabilization, and improve
awareness of dance technique through
specific exercises. Dancers learn turnout
control, gain general strength as well as
endurance & flexibility through guided
exercise.
Advanced Tumbling Tricks
Students will work on strength building
and conditioning specific to developing
and learning an aerial, head spring, back
handspring, etc. This class specializes in
dance team tricks.
Jazz Funk
A fusion of classical jazz technique, with
commercial and hip hop influences.
Dancers can expect an emphasis on
musicality, and self-expression!
Yoga for the Dancer
Dancers will utilize the physical and
mental practices of yoga to deepen their
mind/ body connection. All levels
welcome. Please bring a yoga mat.
Adult Jazz
Join us for a beginner/intermediate
class for a warm up, stretch, progression
and jazz technique. Comfortable
clothing used, jazz shoes encouraged
but not required.

ONE DAY specialty musical theatre
classes:
Combos taught to music from each
musical with a special presentation
at the end of the workshop for
family/friends!
Beetlejuice! (Ages 5 – 8)
Moulin Rouge (Ages 9 -12)
*See calendar grid for days in
times

Prices for Summer
Classes:
$15 45 minute class
$16.50 1 hour class
$18 1.25 hour class
$22 1.5 hour class
$25 1.75 hour class
Other Classes Offered:
-Tap -Musical Theatre
-Jazz -Hip Hop
-Ballet -Contemporary
-Lyrical -Pom -Tumbling
-Theme based & specialty
workshops
Note: Not all classes can
be registered for online.
Various Levels Offered:
Levels and ages are
approximate.
Petite: ages 6 – 8 years
Level 1: ages 7 – 11 years
Level 2/3: ages 10 – 13
years
Level 4/5: advanced
teen/senior

To Register:
Complete the summer
registration form available
Online at:
www.danceonyourtoes.com
*Select classes are
available for online
registration:
3 Week Dance
Sessions
3 Week Tumbling
Sessions
Specialty Workshops
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